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Introduction
We live in an era of unprecedented change, fuelled by advances in
technology, shifting social norms, and uncertainty in political order.
Battles for the legitimacy of power rage from Silicon Valley to London,
Moscow and Beijing. Cyber space has become another dimension where
this battle plays out and where power is exercised.
Nations, businesses, and citizens are increasingly dependent on the
resilience of connected systems, and yet there are new threats, unknown
vulnerabilities, and unproven defences.
Navigating this requires a trusted partner with depth of expertise and
breadth of capability to defend against today’s attacks as well as prepare
for tomorrow.

Our View
At BAE Systems Digital Intelligence we believe that
strong defences come from security of both the
enterprise and the nation.
Enterprise security focuses on defending a
single network, such as that of a public or private
sector organisation.
Defending the nation is the realm of national
security agencies and carries additional powers
and responsibilities.
These areas are interlinked, have distinct focus areas for
practitioners, and are both evolving at a fast pace as the
nature of attack and defence progresses.
Our cyber portfolio supports customers in both
these areas, through solutions and services that
meet the needs of high-threat club organisations.
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We believe that strong defences come from
security of both the enterprise and the nation.
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Figure 1: Cyber Solutions and Services offered by BAE Systems Digital Intelligence
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How we help: Our portfolio of
Cyber Products and Services
The BAE Systems Cyber Portfolio has evolved over many years from research and the work conducted with our customers
across the full cyber spectrum. Our cyber products and services are designed around the people, process and technology
needs of our clients.
Each of our products and services are introduced and discussed on the following pages.

Enterprise Security
Our Enterprise Security family supports customer network defence through provision of expert
consulting services and specialist solutions.

Inform
We inform customers of their cyber risk through understanding the impact of cyber attacks,
the threat landscape, as well as specific vulnerabilities. These form the key parts of the cyber
risk equation (where Risk = Impact x Threat x Vulnerability) and enable customers to make
better risk balanced decisions for their network defence.
Supporting Products and Services: General Security Advisory, Security Diagnostics, Threat
Intelligence, Security Testing

Secure
Securing data and networks continues to be the cornerstone of network defence. We offer
specialist solutions to enable communication across high-trust to low-trust networks, via
high-assurance gateways. This area includes both hardware appliances as well as expert
consultants on network segmentation.
Supporting Products and Services: Cross Domain Solutions
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Build & Run
Many organisations are faced with the challenge of transforming, managing, or operating
their existing cyber security function. This is particularly difficult where skilled resources are
limited. Our consultants have expertise in both the security tools and processes used in large
enterprises, and we are hands-on in running aspects of customer security for dozens of
organisations across the UK, Europe, AsiaPac, and Australia.
Supporting Products and Services: Security Transformation Programmes, SOC Design &
Build, Security Management Services, Security Operations Services

Respond
When the worst happens, organisations need to be able to turn to someone they trust to
help them investigate an incident or breach. We have over 20 years of experience doing
digital forensics and incident response, including responding to major attacks against
enterprise networks. Our team are CREST certified and our services are accredited as part of
the UK’s NCSC CIR scheme.1
Supporting Products and Services: Incident Response

We have over 20 years
of experience doing
digital forensics and
incident response,
including responding to
major attacks against
enterprise networks.

1

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/professional-service/cyber-incident-response-cir-bae

baesystems.com/digital
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National Cyber Mission
Our National Cyber Mission portfolio is sold exclusively to government customers in National Security and Defence sectors.
We support customers in building capabilities to carry out sensitive intelligence operations, develop their ability to defend
networks, or investigate active cyber security threats.

Research
Our researchers specialise in areas such as vulnerability research, reverse-engineering,
and novel network defence approaches. We typically engage customers through
framework agreements and work either on client site or in secure space at one of our
BAE Systems locations.
Supporting Products and Services: National Cyber Research & Engineering

Capacity Building
We work with customers around the world to develop their cyber capabilities, for example
through training, coaching, and running exercises. This work is done both directly for
governments as well as via programmes for overseas development.
Supporting Products and Services: National Cyber Security Agency
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Complex Programme Delivery
As countries build out their cyber capabilities, many are realising they need a CERT or
national technical authority for cyber. We have supported several countries in developing
agencies with national remits and can provide blueprints to enable building on best practice.
These can be complex, multi-year programmes, requiring a mix of local and remote support.
Supporting Products and Services: National Cyber Security Agency

Specialist Engineering
Many national security and defence agencies require specialist solutions to be able to
carry out their missions. We support customers with both off the shelf products as well
as leveraging our domain knowledge in network capture, wireless technology, and big
data analytics. We work closely with customers to develop solutions that have scale and
performance at the cutting edge of what is possible.
Supporting Products and Services: National Network Cyber Centre, National Cyber
Research & Engineering

We bring together leading capabilities in digital
transformation, cyber security, complex data analysis,
secure communication, and information systems.

baesystems.com/digital
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Our Core Strengths
There are major overlaps between Enterprise Security and the National Cyber Mission in terms of domain knowledge,
technical tradecraft, and understanding how technology and threats are evolving. We believe that our capabilities across
these two markets are mutually reinforcing and this makes us uniquely well placed to support our customer needs.
Further strengths are articulated below:

Intelligence
It is part of our company name and speaks to the mission many of our customers have - turning data
into insights for their enterprise or nation’s security. In the cyber portfolio we supply threat intelligence
to customers in both areas, given that cyber threats can equally apply to enterprise security and national
security at the same time.

Innovation
Cyber space is moving fast; technologies are evolving and the threats and opportunities aren’t standing
still. Innovation is key to keeping pace with this and fundamental to advancing how we support our
customers. As well as evolving with current needs, we conduct horizon scanning and research into
future disruptive technologies and how these may be leveraged.

Data Engineering
Turning data into intelligence is easier said than done. Our expertise in collecting data, processing data,
analysing data, and visualising data is a core strength across the company and a key differentiator in our
cyber capabilities.

Consulting Heritage
Another core strength of our business is the depth of our customer relationships. We work hard to
become the trusted advisors to our customers and retain those relationships over many years. Having a
consultative approach to understanding customer needs and coming up with the right solution is key to
this, and applies equally well whether working in enterprise network defence or at national scale.
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Case Studies
BAE Systems Digital Intelligence has a proven track record of working with customers. As may be expected, many of our
customer engagements are conducted with customer confidentiality a priority. However, several case studies exist where
customers have publicly talked about high profile cyber attacks and how the BAE Systems Incident Response team, once
engaged, was able to swiftly curtail the attack and help each customer recover from its effects. A sample of these are
shown below.

Case Study One

This was the largest cyber attack in Victorian Government history, and
we would absolutely not have been able to stop the attack and recover
the hospitals without BAE Systems.

“

“

Recovering from Ransomware

In October 2019, the health sector in Victoria, Australia was hit by a massive cyber attack. Following a
phishing campaign, the attackers comprised a large network of hospitals and executed Ryuk ransomware.
The malware was installed on thousands of servers and computers across 25 critical care hospitals, with over
220 systems encrypted by the time the BAE Systems Incident Response team was activated.
Working with the Victorian Government and Department of Health, BAE Systems Digital Intelligence
initially focused on containing the attack and protecting the hospitals from further damage, before then
investigating what had actually happened.
Despite the targeted attack causing widespread damage to health sector assets and disruption to clinical
services, the BAE Systems led team were able to quickly contain the incident and support workaround
measures to get basic healthcare services working again. The timeline for this incident response activity was:
•

Within 4 days of activating our IR team, the full attack scope was understood

•

Within 9 days, all known malware had been eradicated from the 25 hospitals and the IR team were
confident that control of the network was restored

•

At the 10 day mark, internal Department of Health cloud systems were reconnected to provide system
access to critical hospital functions like Accident & Emergency

•

At the 4 week mark, the entire network environment had been re-architected and hardened to
mitigate future attacks. Selected internet based systems were enabled in a controlled manner

•

By 6 weeks, general internet connectivity, browsing, and email services were restored to all
25 hospitals.

To achieve this response and recovery of this major cyber attack, at scale, required BAE Systems Digital
Intelligence to lead the management of dozens of resources from over 15 organisations. This was only
possible through the scale of our local and global teams, and the breadth of experience and skills the
BAE System team has across all facets of cyber security.

baesystems.com/digital
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Case Study Two

National Cyber Security Programme
BAE Systems Digital Intelligence was the Prime Contractor delivering the National Cyber Security Programme for a smaller
nation. The program placed a key emphasis on developing a sustainable sovereign capability, rather than just technology, in
order to deliver tangible long term benefits.
The customer selected BAE Systems Digital Intelligence through a competitive process, which recognised our understanding
of their vision, and proven ability of delivering similar capabilities to other international customers.

Working alongside the customer, we delivered:
•

A comprehensive risk assessment of Government entities,
their current cyber risk mitigations, and areas of weakness.

•

A National Security Policy Framework to help address
prioritised vulnerabilities across critical organisations.

•

A revised National Information Assurance and Cyber
Security Strategy.

•

Two Advanced Security Operating Centres (with CERT
functions), one for the Government and one for the Military,
where none existed before.

According to the Global
Cybersecurity Index (GCI)2,
this sustained effort helped
to mature the national cyber
ecosystem and move the
country up 18 spots on the
global ranking and two spots
on the regional ranking.
2

https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Cybersecurity/Pages/global-cybersecurity-index.aspx
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Case Study Three

Global Inter-banking System
In 2016 BAE Systems Digital Intelligence worked with SWIFT (the global provider of secure financial messaging services)
to develop an intelligence sharing network. This sharing network was to allow SWIFT and their ecosystem to securely
exchange data between various stakeholders, from Law Enforcement Agencies, to customers (i.e. Global Banks).

The system allows for a protected flow of information between various stakeholders within the SWIFT ecosystem, ranging
from Indicators of Compromise, details of ongoing incidents including attacker TTPs, to distribution of best practice, such as
NIST guidance and other cyber defence innovations.

BAE Systems undertook a structured analysis and assessment process for SWIFT, as part of which we:
•

Analysed SWIFT’s customers (by geography and sectors)

•

Identified existing sharing communities (leveraging insights from the national security sector)

•

Built assessment criteria (to determine what was key for the community)

•

Analysed existing sharing communities (using the assessment criteria)

•

Summarised findings to SWIFT (outlining any recommendations).

The system setup has run
successfully for several
years and is credited with
helping to restore trust and
integrity in global payment
networks following
high-profile attacks.

baesystems.com/digital
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Study
CaseCase
Study
TwoFour

UK Airport
BAE Systems Digital Intelligence supported the identification and development of a robust cyber security transformation
programme for the UK’s Gatwick airport (one of Europe’s top-ten busiest airports).
This included reviewing and developing the risk mitigation programme for the airport covering a wide range of critical
systems, establishing the Cyber Security methodology and developing policy.

We worked with Gatwick Airport to develop cyber security documentation aligning to ISO 27001, NIST and NIS-D. Our consultants
worked with the UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) and the UK National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) to establish the 2020 CAF 3 (CAP
1574) standard for the UK NIS-D CAA Aviation Standards, attending focus group meetings with the CAA.
The work resulted in BAE Systems Digital Intelligence being selected to undertake the 2020 NIS-D submission for the airport, identifying,
reviewing and capturing all risks related to the Safety and Security of the airport’s critical systems.
BAE Systems Digital Intelligence’s work had a fundamental impact in lowering the number of outstanding cyber security support tickets.
This saw a reduction from several hundred support tickets to less than ten per day, significantly reducing operating cost whilst at the same
time improving security posture.

BAE Systems Digital
Intelligence’s work had
a fundamental impact
in lowering the number
of outstanding cyber
security support tickets.
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Case Study Five

Advanced Security Operations Centre
BAE Systems Digital Intelligence provided an Advanced Security Operations Centre solution to a UK government
department, providing a new monitoring capability and transforming an existing operation.
The solution comprised of new hardware and software, as well as a range of services. These were broken into several
workstream areas:

•

Hardware and software provision

•

Infrastructure Services:
•

Design, configuration, testing

•

Programme Management and Business Change

•

Technical Services:
•

Information Assurance

•

Threat Intelligence

•

Incident Response

•

Onboarding of security event data sources

•

Professional Development Programme

•

ICT Support and Maintenance

•

Strategic Skills Transfer (including SOC skillset
capture, knowledge transfer and mentoring)

The capability significantly enhanced the effectiveness
of the customer’s security operations. During the
programme, this enabled them to identify multiple
ongoing intrusions against their networks, which
BAE Systems Digital Intelligence was able to support,
investigating and remediating alongside the customer.

baesystems.com/digital
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Summary
We help organisations in the government, national
security, financial services, and related critical national
infrastructure markets, defend themselves from targeted
and sophisticated cyber attack.
Our Cyber Portfolio covers our cyber
services from enterprise to nation state
level, and right across individual risk
advisory and governance, to security
testing, acute cyber incident response,
designing and building nation level
cyber defence capability to actively
taking on the security management
of financial services and government
organisations.
To learn more about how you can
defend your organisation in the digital
age, contact us today.

We share a passion
for solving the
toughest, most
critical challenges,
and helping our
customers achieve
their missions;
defending democracy
and protecting citizens.
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Digital
Intelligence

We have been helping to defend the largest nations
and businesses in the world against advanced threats
for over forty years

We have built
a unique set
of experience,
systems and
processes
around
the threat
landscape

These, combined with our skilled
people, allow us to defend
against cyber attacks, transform
digital services and enable
intelligence-led policing

We solve complex data problems through analysing
huge volumes of data

We bring experience at
military-class levels to the
protection of corporate assets

baesystems.com/digital
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We are Digital Intelligence
BAE Systems Digital Intelligence is home to 4,800 digital, cyber and intelligence experts.
We work collaboratively across many countries to collect, connect and understand
complex data, so that governments, nation states, armed forces and commercial
businesses can unlock digital advantage in the most demanding environments. Launched
in 2022, Digital Intelligence is part of BAE Systems, and has a rich heritage in helping to
defend nations and businesses around the world from advanced threats.
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